Agenda

- Open Access Week
- Faculty attitudes/awareness of OA
- Scholarly Communications Team
- Faculty strategies to self-archive
- “Scholarly Communications in 15 Minutes” presentations
Open Access Week

- “Open Access as Innovation” – Shana Kimball
- SPARC/World Bank & CIP webinar
- OA textbooks
Open Access Week

Ideas for the future?
Faculty Attitudes / Awareness

- Lack of awareness
- D. Charbonneau survey
Scholarly Communications Team

• Recent discussions
  – Institutional membership in OA journals (BioMed Central)
  – University OA policy
Faculty Strategies for Self-Archiving
Green OA and Nursing Journals

- Analysis of top 25 nursing journals in JCR shows that 23/25 allow for self-archiving.
  - Notable exception: Oncology Nursing Society does not allow self-archiving without prior permission.

- Check Sherpa/Romeo for publisher policy.
Green OA and Communication Journals

• Analysis of top 50 communication journals in JCR shows that 47 allow for self-archiving.

• Check Sherpa/Romeo for publisher policy.
Becoming OA: Incorporate OA into your Workflow

1. Submit pre-print to Journal of your choice
2. Accepted to peer-review, iterative revision process.
3. Journal acknowledges final accepted manuscript (post-print)

1. Send that version to the Library!

1. Journal publishes.
2. Library takes care of archiving as permitted
Getting Started: DIFM

1. E-mail me your/another’s vita or list of publications.

   jnf@wayne.edu or
digitalcommons@wayne.edu

2. There is no second step.
Scholarly Communications in 15 Minutes